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Welcome to the
Lakecity – Bhopal
With all the advantages of a major city Bhopal offers an enviable lifestyle and ideal study
environment. Bhopal - The City of Lakes, the capital of Madhya Pradesh,is situated around two
unfathomable lakes amidst picturesque settings. Bhopal is an enchanting combination of scenic
beauty, old historic city and modern urban planning. The old city with its crowded market places, ﬁne
old mosques and palaces intermingles the new city with the broad avenues, high rise ofﬁces and
exquisitely laid out parks and gardens. The city is famous for silver jewellery, exquisitely fashioned
beadwork, embroidered and sequined velvet fashioned purses and cushions. Endowed with
numerous educational institutions and installations. Bhopal city is an important educational,
industrial, economic and political center of the State as well as Central India and is the cultural and
performing arts hub.
Bhopal was selected as one of the ﬁrst twenty Indian cities to be developed as a smart city under
ﬂagship Smart Cities Mission. Bhopal is one of the most liveable, safe and relaxed affordable cities in
India. The cost of living in Bhopal is up to 19% lower than Indore and metro cities in India.

Shopping Mall

Fun Hangout Spots

Airport

Van Vihar National Park

Sanchi Stupa
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About the University

Jagran Lakecity University Bhopal is a private university established under Section 2(f) of UGC Act
1956 and is based out of Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.
JLU is one of the fastest-growing and one of the most awarded university of central India having
practice-based pedagogy at its core. Currently, the university is offering 56 degree program to more
than 2500 students from 8 countries and 27 states of India. The university has 40+ partnership with
top industries and international universities ensuring that our students get great exposure both
nationally and internationally. JLU Bhopal is the only university from central India to be part of three
Erasmus+ projects funded by the European Union Commission. The university is currently the
country chair for Association of Universities of Asia Paciﬁc (AUAP) and member of the prestigious
Association of Commonwealth University (ACU).
Jagran Lakecity University has been bestowed with several prestigious awards, such as 'University
of the Year' by Government of Madhya Pradesh for consecutive four years in 2015, 2016 2017 and
2018 and is recognized as a Global League Institution in 2015 at the House of Commons, London,
UK. JLU Bhopal has been ranked “No. 1 Private University in Madhya Pradesh” in the year for last 5
years by several leading publications.
For more details visit www.jlu.edu.in
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VISION
Jagran Lakecity University aspires to be a university of distinction where creativity, innovation
and entrepreneurship are cultivated, through a practice-based pedagogy, giving an impetus to
our belief in nurturing leaders of future who have honesty, vision and fortitude to shape all
spheres of human existence by thinking globally but acting locally.

OUR FOUR PILLARS
Jagran Lakecity University is conﬁdent of its strong foundation because we derive strength from
these four resolute pillars -

Experience
JLU
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Heart
Behind
JLU

Jagran Social Welfare Society Bhopal is promoted by Shri Hari Mohan Gupta along with other
members with the ideology and thoughts for social cause of its inspiration and fatherly ﬁgure Late
Shri Guru Dev Gupta in the year 1997. It is registered with Registrar of Societies (Madhya Pradesh)
as a non-proprietary, not for proﬁt, charitable welfare organisation with the main objective to develop
and propagate educational programs, by way of establishing progressive schools, colleges,
universities or other educational institutions in India, open to all without any distinction of race, caste
or creed and other social welfare objectives of the Society. The Society works with a mission to make
world-class quality education more accessible and affordable so that more students can pursue their
dreams. We believe our mission will help make the world a better place. At the centre of our vision are
values - deﬁned by our students and those who will employ them. We prepare our school students by
inculcating knowledge in their minds, ethos in their heart and a sense of commitment towards the
country. We believe, development of knowledge with compassion, love and moral character only will
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lead to the well-being of entire humanity.
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Kolar Road Bhopal
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Message from the
Vice Chancellor
Greetings to you from the Jagran Lakecity University!
It is indeed a pleasure for me to welcome you to this introduction to our University. I am happy that
you are considering this institution as a destination of choice for the pursuit of education. We at
Jagran Lakecity University (JLU) endeavour to ensure that every learner who becomes a part of the
JLU family, ﬁnds their experience and learning at our institution truly rewarding, memorable and
enriching. We aim at inculcating in our students the skill set that makes them not merely adept in
their chosen ﬁeld of learning but also equipped with values and capacities to make their lives
socially useful and satisfying. We strive every moment through our intent and actions to create a
`psychologically safe space` for all who are part of the JLU family. We at JLU are blessed to have
a committed management, dedicated faculty, conscientious staff and a proactive student
community. This allows us to strive and achieve excellence. We invite you to join us in this noble
endeavour and partner in our efforts to build a robust education framework for India that is
dedicated to promoting excellence, equity and equality. Once again, welcome to Jagran Lakecity
University! Experience the hope and happiness of being a Jagranite!

Dr. Sandeep Shastri

Vice Chancellor,
Jagran Lakecity University
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Global
Connect
Our

Fourth

Pillar

gives

a

global

dimension to our Vision of being a
international
partnered

University.

with

some

We
of

the

have
best

Ireland

universities abroad to make sure that our
students get accustomed to the changes
and innovations happening all around
the world. Through these collaborations,
Jagranites get global exposure under
International Degree Programs which
include Credited Electives, International
Teaching Months, Exchange Programs
for both faculty and students, Semester
Exchanges, and Summer Schools. We
have crafted special arrangements with
our partner universities such that our
students also get economic beneﬁts in
tuition fees while enrolling in any of our

International
Collaborations

partner universities abroad

42
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Our Partners
of the University are:

Experience
Central India’s
Most Awarded
University

No. 2
IN BHOPAL

No. 7
IN MP

Careers 360 Ranks
Jagran Lakecity
Business School
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Outlook India Ranks
Jagran School of Journalism
& Communication
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Leadership
Structure
Shri. Hari Mohan Gupta
Chancellor
Shri. Abhishek Mohan Gupta
Pro - Chancellor
Dr. Sandeep Shastri
Vice Chancellor
Prof. (Dr.) Vivek Khare
Registrar
Prof. (Dr.) Yogendra Shrivastava
Dean - Faculty of Law, Public Policy and Humanities
Dean - Student Welfare
Prof. (Dr.) Nilesh Khare
Dean - Faculty of Management & Commerce
Prof. Diwakar Shukla
Dean - Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies
CA Archana Jain
Chief Finance & Accounts Ofﬁcer
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Faculty of
Journalism
and Creative
Studies
Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies at

with creative inspiration, we are pushing the

Jagran Lakecity University prioritises the

boundaries

pursuit of bold vision of inﬂuencing and

empower the students to become the creative

impacting how the world connects today

leaders of tomorrow.

and tomorrow. We invite you to explore
the Jagran ecosystem for the study of
journalism, design, advertising & PR, ﬁlms,
entertainment,
animation,

UX&UI,

events,
visual

photography,
communication

design and digital media marketing.
Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies
is a uniquely interdisciplinary graduate,
postgraduate and doctoral studies hub that
blends
learning,

a

variety

of

innovation

ﬁelds,

experiential

and

technology.

The three
‘Jagran

of

creative

exploration.

We

schools under this Faculty are
School

Communication’,

of

Journalism

and

‘Jagran School of Visual

Arts & Design’ and ‘Jagran Wizcraft MIME
School of Entertainment and Events’.
Research and Practice are two pivots of the
faculty’s ecosystem, reﬂected in its centers of
excellence and various projects our diverse
student led clubs and student media outlets
support interdisciplinary creative studies.

Combining state-of-the-art Shri Gurudev
Gupta Media Production & Design studios
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CREATIVITY AND EFFECTIVENESS:
OUR TWIN PEAKS OF SUCCESS.
The faculty is also home to the ﬁnest

programmes to provide our students with

campus radio station - Lakecity Voice

a comprehensive foundation in the many

and TV station - Lakecity Live as well as

aspects

campus magazine - Lakecity News and

Our students study where we've been,

podcast - Lakecity Buzz.

where we are, and where we are going.

Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies
prepares

students

ever-changing

to

media

thrive

in

environment

our
by

exposing them to the various communication
disciplines to gain new insights and skills,
realize

new

redeﬁne

the

forms

of

expression,

boundaries

of

and
what

communication is and how it works.
We

offer

postgraduate

sixteen
and

undergraduate;
doctoral

degree
12

of

communication

and

media.

When you graduate with a degree from our
University you not only have an in-depth
knowledge of your major area, but you also
leave

our

campus

with

a

broader

understanding of the role of communication
in cultures, communities, and the world.
We give our students the tools to shape
the future.

Mission
The mission of Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies at
Jagran Lakecity University is to advance and enhance the
development of society through the study and practice of
Journalism, media communication & design. We pursue our
mission
pedagogy,

through

world-class

multidisciplinary

teaching,

research

and

practice-based
our

shared

commitment to collaboration that connects disciplines within the
Faculty, across the University, and around the world. We draw
energy and inspiration from our global industry & academic
partnerships to reinforce our core values of knowledge,
collaboration, creativity, sensitivity, and diversity. We all ﬁrmly
believe that journalism, visual arts, design, ﬁlms, aesthetics and
technology are fundamental for humanity, critical for community,
and essential for prosperity.
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Our Big Ideal
We believe that the world would be a better place if we encourage big ideas
& creativity and create an ecosystem of converting those communication
& design ideas & creative sparks into deﬁning changes and tell better stories.
Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies aims to be the catalyst of such
an ecosystem.
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Dean's
Message
Media, communication and information are at the center of debates about the future of the
world we live in, and how we connect within it. The mission of the Faculty of Journalism and
Creative Studies, at Jagran Lakecity University is to train the next generation towards career
excellence in journalism, mass communication, design, visual arts and creative pursuits both as
academicians and practitioners. Our three Schools under the umbrella of this Faculty, Jagran
School of Journalism & Communication, Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design and jagran
Wizzcraft MINE scholl of Entertainemntand event, bring together committed members of
Faculty and talented students in a collaborative and supportive environment to probe the
dynamism of media processes and phenomena. We also strive to discover new knowledge to
understand communication, design, ﬁlms, information, and media processes, behavioral
change, organizations and technologies as they affect individuals, societies, brands and the
relationships among them.
Our students are at the core of everything we do at the Faculty. That's why undergraduate,
graduate, recersh schoolars and working professionals who want to be successful journalists &
creative professionals choose our Schools -they know that being the best in the world means
being the best for the world. Our state-of-the-art facilities and world-class media production
studios and design foster industry ready skills to transform the student experience and position
us among the best journalism and media schools in the nation. Our Centers of Excellence
support deeper industry & research integration and applied educational experiences for
students as well as promote interaction with journalists and other creative professionals.
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We are increasingly being recognized nationally & internationally for embracing and promoting
practice-based framework and pedagogy and strong academic credentials. This is backed by strong
& active partnerships with some of the best international media and communication universities.
The landscape of media and communication is rapidly changing. Our graduates are prepared
well to be creative leaders bringing our key values to advance research & praxis in the ﬂuid
world of digital and multimedia dynamics. They are encouraged towards career awareness and
provided with opportunities to develop skills that enhance their success. Thus, our students will
ﬂourish in the current era of big data and cutting edge media technology to contribute to the
rapid pace of change and the way we communicate and interact.
Our members of the Faculty are committed to the training of our students and doctoral scholars.
Students work closely with their tutors and studio mentors to create unique and important
media assets and enjoy the support of other members who guide them in their portfolios and
projects. Our staff understands that we are training our future colleagues, journalists,
ﬁlmmakers, designers and media leaders, and our commitment to excellence and collegiality
permeates all our academic and practice endeavors. Students develop not only essential media,
visual arts & design skills but also nurture their curiosity and research capabilities, for these are
key to all media processes. Our location in one of the best and greenest campuses & environs
permits access to the rich abode of reﬂection, creativity and collaboration.
Our students and alumni have excelled in industry, academia, journalism, ﬁlms, design,
entertainment

&

events,

media

entrepreneurship,

visula

arts,

advertising,

social

communications, media production, digital communications and Public Relations and a wide
array of creative careers. Just as those who have gone before, today's Faculty of Journalism and
Creative Studies students will be well prepared to meet the exciting challenges and enjoy the
rewards that a career in journalism and creative industries provides.
I invite you to explore the opportunities here at Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies,
not only through our website, but also by visiting our campus and speaking with the members
of our Faculty and students. We would be delighted to share more of the story of creativity,
excitement and impact with you.

Prof. Diwakar Shukla
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Studios @
Faculty of Journalism
and Creative Studies
In today’s digitally ﬂuid world, communication and media professionals are only as successful as
the tools and information at their disposal. That’s why the centerpiece of this Faculty is an
extraordinary professional-quality media-making space. Shri Gurudev Gupta Media Production
and Design Studios make their home in a 20000 square-feet state-of-the-art media production
and instructional facility, providing students, members of the Faculty, and staff with ready access
to technology that always meets industry standards but often goes well beyond.
This is where your world congregates with the real world. Learn, collaborate, and create in our
production studio, ﬁlm and television shooting studio, audio suites, sound recording and Foley
sound effects studios, video & ﬁlm edit bays, animation and motion capture studio, photography
studios, print & design suites, printing technology spaces, media equipment center, campus
radio & television broadcasting stations, display galleries and a large industry grade ﬁlm and
preview theatre.
The students learn how to produce, evaluate and manage media content for traditional and
emerging media in a variety of genres, including information (news and documentary), music,
comedy, sports, drama, commercial & non-commercial and persuasion campaigns. They study
institutions that create, distribute and investigate media products (e.g., production studios,
television, radio networks and audience measurement companies) and learn how to create and
operate successful media businesses.
To keep up with the rapid advances in technology, the hardware and software of the studios are
updated on a yearly basis. This ensures that our graduating students are proﬁcient with the
latest industry standards as they head into workplace.
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FILM & TELEVISION
PRODUCTION
STUDIOS
A stunning, contemporary and adaptable space for talk shows, news and current affairs, feature
programmes production, TVC shoots, animation shoots, ﬁlm & drama shoots, musical shows set,
ideal for programming of any kind that involves people in discussion. The studio is equipped with
all industry grade equipment like:
•

Purpose built TV studio with green screens
and ‘virtual’ sets

•

TV Production Gallery with TriCaster
professional vision mixer

•

Multicamera setup

•

Go Pro & Drones

•

Studio Talkback systems for TV production

•

Live broadcasting/streaming capabilities

•

Professional
lighting
rigs
including
ﬁxed overhead gantry and portable
Redhead lighting

•

Sound recording/mixing equipment with
the ability to record and mix sound from
multiple real time sources

•

PA system for music video production
playback

•

Crane/ jib/ Track and Dolly

•

The TV studio is a true multipurpose
facility with the ability to host a range of
TV and video productions

The attached control rooms are inter-operable with the ability to
connect to anywhere in the building and campus where people
are shooting including live relays.
18

NEWSROOM,
PRINT AND
DESIGN LABS
The News & Design Lab is the headquarters – and heart – of the Faculty’s journalism, design and
digital programs. This is a space that has been designed with one thing in mind – collaboration.
Video, audio, online, print, visual communication and UX assets – it’s all created here.
This large, totally working newsroom with entirely creative cloud software and design softwares
designed for everything from collaborative reporting to real time news shows. It works closely
with the shooting spaces and for news-based programming. We have a bespoke interactive
design lab for user experience evaluation and creative design work, which is equipped with
3D printing facilities.
These

aesthetically

designed

print

studios

designing technologies.
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integrate

state-of-the-art

printing

and

EDITING & POST
PRODUCTION BAYS
“The essence of cinema is editing. It's the combination of what can be extraordinary images
of people during emotional moments, or images in a general sense, put together in a kind of
alchemy." - Francis Ford Coppola, Academy Award-winning ﬁlmmaker.
The Faculty is committed to training students in the art of editing digital moving images. The
editing process is what gives a movie life and transforms it from a collection of scenes and
shots into a coherent narrative; it’s where all of the pieces fall into place. At the editing bays,
students learn through continuous practice how to work with digital editing stations and
software, and understand how images and sound can work together to create a compelling
experience for the viewer. Students not only learn the fundamentals of digital editing, but are
also encouraged to develop their own unique editing styles in order to help them realize their
individual career goals.
Digital video editing suites have both Apple Mac and PC platforms armed with industry
standard software including Adobe Creative Suite (CS6) software (Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign, Fireworks, Dreamweaver, Flash, After Effects, Premiere Elements/Pro, etc.), Final
Cut Pro, iMovie, Animated Graphics and, Photoshop and after effects study of 3D computer
animation, digital ﬁlmmaking, and game arts to provide students with a better understanding
of human movement and the creation of 3D digital character models.
20

ANIMATION
& VFX SUITES
Our core belief is that happy media students make happy media professionals. That's why we
foster an inspiring academic and practice environment, supported by experienced mentors
and artists, and deploy hand-on coordinate jobs with foresight.
At the animation & vfx suites, we use imagination, design and technology to realize student
ideas, helping them reach their potential, through eye-catching and engaging visual
storytelling. Taking inspiration from art, cinema, design and the world around us, we dissect
the concept to its core, then develop it further, exploring routes and ideas that might
otherwise be overlooked, in line with both academic as well as practice frameworks.
From character animation to photo-real VFX, and invisible ﬁnishing to colour grading,
we push beyond the boundaries of imagination and creativity. Drawing on our collective
decades of experience, we create a streamlined and efﬁcient mentoring process and student
work we are proud of, whilst keeping it fun and inspiring at all times.
Our integrated animation, vfx facilities house a full range of educational & production
including conceptual design, pre-visual look development, 3D animation/CGI, motion
graphics, matte painting, compositing, games, and ﬁnishing.
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AUDIO
SUITES
At the Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies, your classes give you access to our audio
studios where you can create sound effects, or even cut your own album. Our new digital
multi-track recording studio is more than up to the task. And if you don’t get it right live, ﬁx it in
post, using Pro-Tools software.
The Foley stage is where you create and record sound effects for ﬁlm and television. Need to hear
footsteps approaching at night? A creature splashing through a bog? How about your own
personal light saber sound effect? This is where it happens.
And when you’re ready to step behind the microphone to deejay a music show, host a newscast,
or record a jingle, voiceover, podcast and talk show, one of India’s top campus IP radio stations
Lakecity Voice is also housed in this building.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
STUDIOS
The photography studios located on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the studio building offers students a fully
outﬁtted, professional-level facility for coursework and image practice projects. The studio provides
lighting equipment, seamless backdrops, iMac computers with wireless camera tethering, and
dedicated multiple Canon camera kits along with mobile phone kits. Photography students also have
access to our photographic equipment that provides camera kits, lenses, portable lighting kits and a
wide range of imaging-related accessories.
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THE PREVIEW
AND SHOWCASE
THEATRE
The media production and design facility’s another cornerstone is the ﬁlm preview & showcase
theatre where students, top visiting ﬁlmmakers and creative leaders showcase their work, ﬁlms
and showreels. The venue with around 80 seater capacity, is equipped with an industry grade
comprehensive projection, lighting and sound system.
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Faculty of Journalism
and Visual Studies
Industry Advisory Council
The Industry Advisory Council includes top journalists, Advertising and Public Relations experts,
Entertainment & Events and publishing leaders, Filmmakers, Animators and creative professionals,
digital media marketing and brand communication experts as well as Designers and Media
technology frontrunners from Indian as well as global level. The council advises the dean on
curricula, degree offerings, trends and demands of the workforce.
The mission of the Industry Advisory Council is to be responsive to the needs of Faculty of
Journalism and Creative Studies and its three Schools, by providing advice and counsel at the
request of The Faculty in matters relating to the preparation of students to embark upon a career in
the ﬁeld and profession of journalism, advertising & PR, Digital Media Marketing, Design,
Entertainment & Events, Animation & vfx and ﬁlms

and by helping generate the human and

material resources necessary for the attainment of the goals and objectives of The Faculty
25

To achieve its mission, the Council has established strategic goals to
assist & support FJCS in its efforts to:
• Draw and retain outstanding teachers
and scholars

• Generate additional private funding on
a planned schedule

• Interest and retain creative, ambitious
students

• Assist graduates to obtain employment

• Establish worldwide industry project
capabilities
• Enlarge the program
for professionals

of

• Communicate
&
publicize
the
achievement and activities of the
members of its faculty and students

education

DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS:
MS. BACHI
KARKARIA

MR. ANSHUMAN
TIWARI

Well known Journalist and Columnist

National Editor, Indian Today

MR. KAPIL
ARORA

MR. HAL
SERUDIN

Co-Chairman and CEO, 82point5
Communications ( WPP agency)

Asia Paciﬁc Corporate Communications
Manager, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

DR. ANURAG
BATRA

MR. SABBAS
JOSEPH

Chairman and Managing Director
Business World

Co-Founder and Director, Wizcraft

MR. KUNAL
SINHA

MR. SANJOY
ROY

Executive Director, Kantar Advisory

Founder, Teamwork Arts,
Jaipur Literature Festival

MR. NEELABH
BANERJEE

MR. ASHISH
KULKARNI

National Creative Director,
Reliance Industries

Chairman, FICCI, Animation &
Gaming and Creative Entrepreneur
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STUDENT MANAGED
CAMPUS MEDIA OUTLETS
At Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies, student-run media is more than just an opportunity for
budding journalists, ﬁlmmakers and animators and radio storytellers to hone their craft. No one knows
the ins and outs of the University like students, so no one is better positioned to share what's
happening, what's now, and what's next.
Students from across disciplines are part of JLU’s student-run media culture. Because the best way to
learn is to actively do, we encourage everyone to try their hand at reporting, editing, writing, or the
many other opportunities available through campus radio Lakecity Voice, its TV station Lakecity Live,
its print publication Lakecity News as well as its audio podcast Lakecity Buzz. Peruse any of these
outlets to learn more about life at JLU from those who truly live it.
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Bridges & Roots
Initiative for
Alumni & Current
Students
Bridges symbolize transition and leap for current students, while roots serve as foundations and
compass for alumni journey forward. Bridges & Roots Initiative is where the twain meet to reﬂect
a promising future.
We support and provide ways for our alumni to get involved in theFaculty of Journalism and
Creative Studies at Jagran Lakecity University. We also work to ensure our every alumnus can
have access to their alma mater as and when they want. This is where they trace back to their
roots of knowledge and growth.
Our distinguished alumni through their reconnection with their roots not only refresh and walk
back the memory lanes, but also build bridges into the practicing world to facilitate their juniors
and our current students.
Bridges & Roots Initiative at the Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studiesbrings our alumni and
current students together in a unique way to co-learn, share, celebrate, debate, and collaborate,
while at the same time build connections and opportunities for future.
For alumni there are many ways in which they can keep in touch with us, build theirnetwork and
connect with friends, old and new.
Whether you have just graduated or it has been a while, your time with the Faculty of Journalism
and Creative Studieshasn’t come to an end. Through Jagran Lakecity University’s AlumniConnect
Programme and Bridges & Roots Initiative of the Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies,you
will be able to explore various opportunities of engaging with current students through activities
like networking and mentorship, helping secure an internship, being a guest speaker, volunteering
for the Faculty’s marquee events,getting involvedin reskilling workshops and many more.
28

Events and Workshops
The Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies organizes diverse events throughout the academic
year, mostly free and open to the public. In addition we organize and sponsor numerous lectures,
workshops and conferences over the course of the academic year. Our programming covers a wide
range of topics and features presenters from diverse disciplines and is designed to foster an
understanding of the mass media and the emerging media.

• JLU International Festival
of Media & Design

• International & national Igniting
Minds Lecture Series

• Roundtables & debates

• Industry and acclimatization visits

• Live campaigns and simulations

• Journalism & media workshops & Trainings

• International Photography

• Guest lectures & ﬁreside chats with

Competition: Masterclicks

industry stalwarts and noted media academicians

29
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JLU International
Festival of Media & Design
JLU International Festival of Media organized and curated by Jagran Faculty
of Journalism and Creative Studies, is a global celebration of journalism,
media, communication, design, animation and ﬁlms designed to help
professionals,

academicians,

researchers

and

student

communities and individuals to spark conversation and
connection

on

various

themes

anchored

in

media,

communication and journalism. This is a marquee
annual

event

that

draws

huge

audiences

and speakers. So far three editions have
been organized.
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Growing list of top
speakers at the campus
MR. RAHUL
DEV

MR. STEPHEN
KREMPLE
President & CEO Krempl Communications
International, Former CEO, Starbucks

Former Editor-in-Chief & CEO, CNEB,
Executive Producer, Aaj Tak TV-India,
Executive Editor, Jansatta-India

MS. MEGHA
TATA

MS. VANDANA
MEHRA

Managing Director, South Asia Discovery

Regional Communications Specialist,
World Bank

PROF. SIMON
HINDE

MR. ANSHUMAN
TIWARI

London
Collage
of
University of Arts, London

National Editor, India Today

MS. BETTY
WONG
Communications
Hong Kong

Manager,

Communication

MR. PRASENJIT
MUND
Google,

Editor, Times of India

MR. HANSAL
MEHTA

MR. SUBBIAH
NALLAMUTHU
Award Winning Wildlife Filmmaker

Renowned Filmmaker

DR. LUCIA
VODANOVIC

MR. NEELABH
BANERJEE

Professor of Lifestyle Journalism, London
College of Communication, University of Arts
London

National Creative Director, RIL and a well
known cartoonist
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MR. AAKU
SRIVASTAVA

MR. DHEERAJ
SINHA

Executive Editor, Navodaya Times, Punjab
Kesari Group

Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer, Leo Burnett

MR. AJAY
NAQVI

MR. KAPIL
ARORA

Former top manager with Airbnb, India
and Coca-Cola

Co-Chairman, 82.5 Communications,
a WPP Agency

DR. PILAR
M. GUERIN

MR. SUBHASH
GHAI
Renowned Filmmaker

Politecnico di Milano

MR. ROHIT
BHARGAVA
Founder, Inﬂuential
Washington D.C

Marketing

SHRI. ABHISHEK
DUBEY
National Channel Advisor, Prasar Bharati
Board and former Sports Editor Network18

Group,

MR. PREM
NARAYAN

MR. VINAY
SINGHAL

Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer, Ogilvy India

Co-Founder & CEO, WittyFeed

MR. DALVEER
SINGH

MR. SABBAS
JOSEPH

Head Experiential Marketing, WPP

Founder - Director, Wizcraft International

MR. AMBI
PARMESHWARAN

MR. NEERAJ
BASSI

Former Chairman FCB Ulka & acclaimed author

Chief Strategy Ofﬁcer, Havas Group

PADAM SHRI
MS. BHAWANA SOMAAYA

MR. SUMANTO
CHATTOPADHYAY
Co-Chairman & CCO, 82.5 Communications,
a WPP Agency

Noted Film Journalist

MS. RAMYA
RAMAMURTHY

MR. NEEL
PANDYA
Head of Media L’Oréal

Senior Journalist, CNBC TV18, Documentary
maker for Star World & National Geographic.
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Shri
Gurudev
Gupta
Endowment
Lectures
This lecture series, instituted by Faculty of
Journalism and Creative Studies JLU in honour of
Shri.

Gurudev

Gupta

examines

the

global

opportunities available & the challenges faced by
the society, and the role of Journalism, media and
communication in meeting these challenges. The
lectures,

delivered

once

every

year,

invite

world-renowned communication practitioners &
scholars, high caliber ﬁgures of the community and
media leaders to share thoughts and visions,
trends on a wide range of interesting topics around
communication & media with the University
community and members of the public.
The ﬁrst edition of this prestigious lecture was
delivered by the leading journalist and media
commentator Mr. Bhupendra Chaubey, Executive
Editor, at Network 18 on the topic "Journalism in
Transition: Crisis or Opportunity?"
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Shri Gurudev Gupta
Media Scholarships
Students-just like you-and providing equity of access to higher education is fundamental to who
we are. It doesn’t matter what your background is or what your circumstances are, we want to
give everyone the chance to go to and thrive at Jagran Lakecity University in general and Faculty
of Journalism and Creative Studies in particular.
A large number of other scholarships are available to undergraduate and postgraduate students
at Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies. To learn more about these resources, visit jlu.edu.in.
There you shall ﬁnd the scholarship resources including information on various kinds, disciplines
with the media and process.
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Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies awards large number ofmerit based scholarships in
areas of journalism, design, advertising , Public Relations, Films and Entertainment studies to
incoming and existing students annually both at UG & PG level.
They also provide support for students who are most in need-helping them to overcome
disadvantage to pursue and maintain their achievements. Under this category, scholarships are
offered to academically gifted students facing educational disadvantage such as ﬁnancial
hardships.
Many of our International University Partners also offer special tuition incentives and scholarships
to our students for study abroad programmes.

Faculty of
Journalism &
Creative Studies

100%

75%

50%

Freeship

Eligibility for UG

92% and above

87% to 91.99%

82% to 86.99%

60% and above

Statement of Purpose Statement of Purpose Statement of Purpose Statement of Purpose
Group Discussion
+ Interview

Group Discussion
+ Interview

Group Discussion
+ Interview

Interview
Resident of India &
Family Income less
than 8 lakh/annum

No of
Scholarships
Applicable for

Eligibility for PG

No of
Scholarships
Applicable for

3

5

10

Only 1st year tution fees Only 1st year tution fees Only 1st year tution fees

8.5 CGPA and Above

NA

100% Fee waiver
except one
time charges

7.5 - 8.49 CGPA
and Above

Statement of Purpose

Statement of Purpose

Group Discussion
+ Interview

Group Discussion
+ Interview

5

5

Only 1st year tution fees Only 1st year tution fees Only 1st year tution fees
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5

100% Fee waiver
except one
time charges

Placements
and Internships
The Faculty supports all students for internships and placements. Internships provide students
with opportunities to work in the cutting edge areas of their ﬁelds while obtaining course
credits. Multiple businesses, organisations, and institutions in India as well as those across
Asia, partner in providing opportunities for FJCS students to intern.
Students interested in pursuing further academic degrees can take internships in research and
scholarly for proﬁt and academic organizations.
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OUR
SCHOOLS
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Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication
Jagran School of
Visual Arts and Design
Jagran Wizcraft MIME School of
Entertainment and Events
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Jagran School of
Journalism and
Communication
Faculty of Journalism and
Creative Studies

We are India's
leading journalism and
communication school

Driven by our curiosity
and practice for years in
a row, we’ve put more
money into hands-on
pedagogy in areas of
media & communication
in India.

The Faculty practices
industry
benchmarks
and protocols to ensure
that
students
and
professionals train and
grow in sync with the
world’s challenges.
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The

Faculty

is

intellectually diverse in
disciplines & expertise,
both at staff as well as
student level.

With the goal of preparing students to be

entrepreneurs and how to experiment with

leaders in journalism’s digital reinvention,

the next generation of technology: virtual

we rennovated the curriculum – breaking

reality, augmented reality, sensors and more.

down

walls

between

print,

broadcast,

Jagran School of Journalism and Communication

photographic and online journalism, and

(JSJC) at Jagran Lakecity University, seeks

between skills and content courses. Students

to understand communication, information,

can now take courses in mobile app design
and

development,

programming,

web

database

and

and media processes, behavioral change,

mobile

reporting,

organisations,

data

and

technologies

as

they

affect individuals, societies, brands and the

visualization, social media and multimedia

relationships among them.

storytelling. They can learn how to write for
online audiences, how to think like media

Outlook India Ranks
Jagran School of Journalism
& Communication

AWARDED
THE BEST EMERGING
MEDIA SCHOOL IN INDIA
THE EDUTAINMENT AWARDS 2015-16

We have a strong track record of placing students in top internships and launching graduates
into choice jobs across the media landscape. The solutions to many of society’s critical
problems are rooted in interaction, participation in information networks and processes of civic
engagement. Societal opportunities include the achievement of healthy people and
communities; maintaining a thriving democracy and useful public policy; preparation of new
generation of leaders; creation of humane, productive, and empowering organizations; and
development of individual skills, self-understanding and personal fulﬁllment.
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Why study Journalism
and Communication
at JSJC?

Located in a separate beautifully landscaped building at JLU's expansive Student Enrichment
Hub, JSJC offers students an opportunity to learn multimedia journalism and multi sectoral
communication with a dynamic faculty in a vibrant and pristine urban environment.

Curriculum at JSJC
All journalism students take core, elective & foundation courses, which emphasize solid
reporting, writing, editing and research across online, print and broadcast news platforms;
audio and video news gathering skills; and introductory and advanced approaches to
web/multimedia storytelling. The students are able to create their own areas of specialization
such as Political Journalism, Sports, Lifestyle, Travel and Environmental Reporting.
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They can also choose to concentrate on more traditional news media tracks such as
Broadcast Journalism, Magazine Reporting or Photojournalism. The journalism courses
build upon a solid foundation in liberal arts and sciences. In addition to this, equal
focus on communication in other streams like Marketing Communications, Advertising,
Public Relations, Communication for Development, CSR and Media Production
Management make JSJC one of the premier institutions. We have also integrated new
media technologies like data analysis tools, AR & VR into journalism studies and practices.
The cornerstone of our curriculum is the famed practice-based pedagogy and well
appointed high tech audio, video, design thinking, photography, news graphics studios
and production facilities. Here, students experience insightful journalism and
communication management in a multimedia environment. The School is a member to
various industry and academic bodies like IAMCE, PRSI, PRCI, Advertising Clubs, FICCI,
FMPCCI, International Communication Association, International Association of Mass
Communication Research, press clubs et al. These associations mean that our
programmes are industry integrated, backed by relevant faculty and forward-thinking
curricula (and the technology to support it ) which prepare our students for the
journalism world of today and tomorrow.

DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES TO THRIVE & UNIQUE FEATURES
JSJC provides diverse opportunities, both on and off-campus.
• Undergraduate, postgraduate, doctoral and PG diploma programmes around Journalism,
Advertising, Public Relations, Communication Design, Photography, Events, and Digital
Communication
• State-of-the-art media production studios and movie theatre spread over 20,000 sq. ft.
• Exciting global study & internship opportunities with world’s major universities as partners
• Highly professional members of faculty & industry leaders as advisors
• Awarded the best emerging media school in India
• Centre for new media technologies, student managed clubs & on-campus media outlets
• Microsoft Azure cloud support for all media production and creative software
• Media Incubator Programme
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Research at
Jagran School of
Journalism and
Communication
Research is at the core of both master’s and doctoral programs and provides members of the
faculty and students ample opportunities to contribute to the development of new knowledge.
At JSJC occasions abound for students and members of the faculty to engage in research and
creative work that leads to a stimulating and supportive environment.
The Jagran School of Journalism and Communication at JLU conducts critical, empirical and
engaged research into central issues of contemporary society.
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European Union
Erasmus+ Collaboration
Jagran Lakecity University is a participating University in ERASMUS+ programme funded by the
European Commission. ERASMUS (European Community Action Scheme for Mobility of University
Students) programme is a student exchange programme established in 1987 in the name of
Desiderius Erasmus (1469-1536) of Rotterdam, one of Europe’s greatest thinkers and most
inﬂuential scholars who deﬁned the Humanistic Movement in Northern Europe. It is worth
mentioning that Jagran Lakecity University is the only University from Central India in this project.
Resources for Internationalisation of Higher Education Institutions in India (RISHII)
The key objective of this project is to Contribute to modernization of Indian Higher
Education through equipping Indian Higher Education Institutions with procedures, tools,
human resources and continuous professional development mechanisms necessary
for Curriculum Internationalisation and creating institution-wide thriving cultures of
Internationalisation-FOR-ALL.

“Women in News and Entertainment Media in India” awarded
by IIMC and sponsored by the ICSSR, Ministry of HRD, GOI.
The project is focused on mapping the roles, opportunities and rights available to women journalists and
entertainment media professionals in the country. The aim of this study is to inform government policy,
and advocate for adoption of gender-sensitive guidelines and policy directives at the workplace to make
it safe, inclusive and gender sensitive.

“Effectiveness of TV Health Programmes on Health Literacy: An Impact
Evaluation of Lok Sabha TV's Healthy India programme”, awarded by IIMC
sponsored by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India
The research collaboration with Indian Institute of Mass Communication aims to to assess the
preference for TV-based programmes such as Healthy India as source oﬁnformation about health
conditions, It also assess the effectiveness of communication about health conditions on Healthy India
show among viewers based on recall and comprehension of health information among viewers about
health conditionsdiscussed during the episodes;Attention, Yielding, Attitude Change (and Behaviour) of
viewers after watching the episodes of Healthy India as well as give feedback on usefulness of content
in the programme, map perceived effectiveness of format of presentation and delivery of information.
The project also explores any differences between viewers in Urban and Semi-urban areas about
effectiveness of communication about health conditions on Healthy India show based on open-ended
questions on viewer comments and suggestions for improvement of content and presentation style.
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Our Esteemed
Partners for
Journalism and
Communication
Courses
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Jagran School of Journalism and Communication’s Global Immersion Programme is an
amazing short-term programme under which students get to study overseas and collect
experience with a long-term impact. It is a fantastic way to fast track the degree by
studying during the June/July semester break. While on this exchange program the
students discover a world full of opportunities, experience new cultures, make friends
from all over the world and gain a competitive edge whilst travelling the globe.
This Global Immersion Programme allows one to study overseas at one of the many
partner universities JSJC has an agreement with for either 3 or 4 weeks. With more than
3 partner universities all over the world, JSJC offers a great range to choose from (Jagran
Lakecity University has more than 27 global partners).
The courses are intensive modules & possess cutting-edge thinking across a range of
disciplines delivered at the host university campus followed by certiﬁcation in areas like
media, journalism, advertising & PR etc. all for undergraduate and postgraduate
students combined with extracurricular activities.
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Student Clubs
The pedagogy at JSJC actively involves our students in the learning process through
discussion, group work, hands-on participation, and applying information outside the
classroom. This process deﬁnes experiential learning where students are involved in
learning content in which they have personal interest, need, or want. JSJC students develop
critical thinking, use creativity, and employ multiple communication strategies while
applying their skills to real-world problems.
As an outgrowth of the curricular innovations strategic plan, JSJC works collaboratively
across University Schools and Centres of Excellence to create sustainable, relevant,
student-centered, research-based programs which utilize experiential learning, both in and
out of the classroom to promote and sustain student’s academic success. Being a part of
student groups and developing connections around India deﬁne our students’ time here.
There are over ten student-run clubs to choose from, along with the freedom to start a new
organization. From debates and incubators to the performing arts and social change, our
students live multi-dimensional University experiences.
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Honorary Doctorate for

Mr. Gurmit Singh

Encapsulating JLU’s core values like excellence and innovation, Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication conferred upon India’s leading Media and
Communication expert

Mr. Gurmit Singh in 2016
with a Honoris Causa (Honorary Doctorate) for his exemplary work. He was
honoured for his

remarkable service and contribution to media and digital

Communication, in India and internationally.
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Student Testimonials
I loved how I was able to ﬁnd my own niche at Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication. I was able to bring together all
that I had learned from both of my majors and practical’s and put
that knowledge to work in a setting that ended up being very like
my real-life work environment, but with all the support I needed.
There are so many opportunities for students to take advantage
of in campus. I was fortunate and started and maintained
a meaningful co-curricular experience.

Anuja Gurele

BA (J&MC) 2013-2016
Researcher and Public Policy Expert

The wide breadth of experience and knowledge that the Jagran
School of Journalism and Communication has given me enabled
me to secure a place in a journalism space and a top media
organization and the Schools’s sterling reputation has helped me
open many doors in my journey to start my professional career.

Yogesh Tejwani

BA (J&MC) 2015-2018
Correspondent: The Times of India

The diverse student cohort, highly supportive faculty, well
organised curriculum and teamwork tasks helped me to learn new
skills. Acting as a Class representative allowed me to interact with
other batchmates regularly and learn how to cope with new
responsibilities. The programme content (particularly the
journalism and advertising modules), and networking
opportunities offered by the Ignited Mind Speaker Series – where I
learnt new ideas and concepts – prove invaluable.

Sanskriti Parihar

BA (J&MC) 2016-2019
PR Executive Weber Shandwick
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The most enjoyable experience of the journalism program at JSJC is
when we have the opportunity to meet with top journalists,
advertising professionals and creative leaders, who come in to spend
time with us, and give us guest lectures. This really opened us up to
the sheer breadth of the industry, and helped us network. This also
taught us what kind of skills employers look for when they recruit
graduates. This added to my university experience because it gave
me the opportunity to grow holistically, and not just academically.
I developed many skills from leadership, to time management, from
organizational skills to conﬂict resolution. All these skills are desired
by employers around the world.

Aishwarya Shrivastva

MA (Journalism) 2019-2021

I am glad I chose JSJC. I always wanted to be a journalist and my
resolve and skills grew manifold from the day I joined JSJC. Nestled
amidst scenic surroundings, the campus exhibits a beautiful
amalgamation of modern architecture and thoughtful designs, which
by itself became my inspiration. The open learning environment
encourages creativity and learning. Because of Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication, I have various opportunities to
experience hands-on-learning at various media organizations and
creative ndustries…
JSJC gives individuals the opportunity to explore their own niche and
specialization areas that lead to a great career.

Sumaira Yaseen

BA (J & MC) 2016-2019
Pursuing Postgraduation from Monash University, Australia

I chose to study MA (Advertising & PR) because of the uniqueness of
the programme and its deep industry connect. Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication is one of the few Institutions in the
country that gives its students so many opportunities. This programme
run in partnership with London College of Communication, University
of Arts London opens up many more options for me. Apart from
excellent career opportunities, the professors on the course go above
and beyond to ensure that students’ progress and become the best
version of themselves over the three years of the course. This course
also offers a ‘one full term study in London as an add-on certiﬁcate.

Riya Thakkar

MA (Advertising & PR) 2019-2021
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Admission
Process

Application

Admission

Interview &
Group Discussion
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Academic
Programmes Offered

The breadth in ﬁelds of study at Jagran School of Journalism and Communication can be exciting, but
it's our depth of understanding that will give you the room to challenge yourself as a scholar, leader,
researcher and professional. Through our many degree programs, you'll have the opportunity to pursue
your path of learning while studying many aspects of journalism, communication & media.
Jagran School of Journalism and Communication is one of the practice-based based media education
institution in the country. Internationally connected, it prepares students to thrive in an era of media
convergence. Students studying in Jagran School of Journalism and Communication gain new insights
and skills, develop content for multiple platforms, realize new forms of expression, and redeﬁne the
boundaries of communication. Students graduate with in-depth knowledge of their ﬁelds of study and
leave with broad understanding of the role of communication across media, cultures and communities
throughout the world.

BA

Journalism & Mass
Communication

MA

MA

Journalism

Advertising
& PR

3 Years

2 Years

2 Years

MA

PG DIPLOMA

PG DIPLOMA

2 Years

1 Year

1 Year

MPhil

PhD

1 Year

3 Years

Digital Media
Marketing

Arts & Lifestyle
Journalism

Development
Journalism

Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship
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Jagran School
of Visual Arts
and Design
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Enter the exciting world of ﬁlmmaking, design, UX, animation and graphics and develop your talents
in directing, editing, cinematography, screenwriting, design and graphics including digital and more.
Experienced and award-winning faculty that will help foster the technical skills you need to further
your career teaches our hands-on, intensive courses.
Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design is one of the premier institutions in Central India devoted to
ﬁlm history, theory, and aesthetics. Over time our focus has expanded to include broadcast
television, video art, and digital media. After years of being steeped in an interdisciplinary,
international approach, many of our alumni have gone on to careers in museum ﬁlm departments,
archives, and programming; journalism; or in the ﬁlm industry as ﬁlmmakers, screenwriters, and
editors. The School is a dynamic and inclusive multidisciplinary community of internationally
recognised educators, researchers and practitioners which has a comprehensive portfolio that
spans the disciplines of design and screen platforms and goes beyond traditional academic models,
designed instead to bring ﬁlm and television together with the disciplines of games, animation,
sound arts and design and live events.
Focused on making a difference, School of Visual Arts & Design is one of the many specialized
knowledge communities at Jagran Lakecity University, Central India’s global University. We aim to
stimulate and provoke both graduate and undergraduate students, encouraging the development
of independent and challenging thought as expressed and inscribed in the visual arts. We propose
that art is inquiry. Our Faculty, diverse in its pursuits, is critically engaged in dialogue nationally and
internationally. Our students beneﬁt from this dialogue, and are also encouraged to pursue areas of
overlap with many other disciplines represented at the University – Journalism, Humanities, Law,
Advertising, Economics, Technology, Public Policy & International Affairs to name a few.

The project-based approach applied at the School promotes
cooperative learning and encourages students to get in touch with
professionals and companies. Throughout the year they are
engaged in different projects – either intensive one-week workshops

Creativity is
a daily task at
JAGRAN SCHOOL
OF VISUAL ARTS
& DESIGN

or studio experiences lasting the whole semester – allowing them to
acquire a global vision of the profession, round off their design
thinking and build solid skills. The tutors review each student on a
weekly basis at least to allow a constant improvement of the
proposals. Class critique is also encouraged to build stronger
awareness of the pros and cons of each design. The close
collaboration with professionals, brands and institutions enables the
students to get ready for a dynamic relationship with the client.
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Mission Statement
Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design is a multidisciplinary community of artists. Our
ongoing educational endeavor is grounded in openness, experimentation, critical
engagement, and creative freedom. Through artistic practice, we transform ourselves,
each other, and the world.

Our Partners
for Visual Arts and
Design
Jagran School of Visual Arts and Design’s Global Immersion Programme is an amazing
short-term programme under which students get to study overseas and collect
experience with a long-term impact. It is a fantastic way to fast track the degree by
studying during in the June/July semester break. Through this the students discover a
world full of opportunities, experience new cultures, make friends from all over the world
and gain a competitive edge whilst travelling the globe.
The School promotes collaboration across traditional boundaries. Together with partners
from academia, industry, communities and non-proﬁts, we work to solve global problems
that impact us all through some of the best international collaborations like the ones with
University of Lincoln, UK and with HTWG, Germany.
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The
Student
Clubs
JSVA&D strives to increase awareness in the
arts, ﬁlms, design and entertainment arenas
through

education

and

professional

opportunities, network-building with alumni
and industry representatives, and showcasing
the creative talent and artistic diversity within
& outside the JLU community. We have guest
speakers join us from time to time to share
their experiences of the industry.
Jagran School of Visual Arts & Design encourages students to actively engage their world and
deﬁne their role as contributing designers by developing their critical and analytical skills, personal
voice, and visual language. The School cultivates a sense of social responsibility and inquiry in
student designers, ﬁlmmakers who will be working at the intersection of art, design, and mass
culture. The School also organizes an international photography competition “Masterclicks”.
Currently the School offers graduate, post graduate, short-term workshops, conservatory-style
programs, and research programs. The School offers UG degree programmes like Bachelor of Visula
Arts (BVA) in Filmmaking/ Animation/ VFX, Bachelor of Design (B.Des) program in User Experience
(UX), Bachelor of Design (B.Des) program in Visula Communication Design. It also Offers post
graduates degree programmes like Mater of Design (M.Des) in User Experience (UX), Mater of
Design (M.Des) in Visual Communication Design. Each of these programs are structured for
students who want intensive training from award-winning faculty, using professional facilities
and equipment, preparing better for a career in the motion pictures, digital design and
entertainment industries.
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Honorary Doctorate for

Mr. Neelabh Banerjee
Encapsulating JLU’s core values like excellence and humility, Jagran School of
Journalism and Communication conferred upon Indian media’s leading and well
known illustrator and cartoonist,

Mr. Neelabh Banerjee in 2015
with a Honoris Causa (Honorary Doctorate) for his exemplary work. He was
honoured for his remarkable service and contribution to media and cartooning,
in India and internationally.
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Student Testimonials

student testimonials

The real-life experience helped me grow my skillset and led me to
work at some of the most known ﬁlm production studios in India as
well as work on some major ﬁlm and web serials in recent times. I
could also participate and win awards at couple of global ﬁlm
festivals. My passion for storytelling grew stronger as I immersed in
my ﬁlm studies programme at JLU”

Sankalp Sehgal

BFA (Digital Filmmaking) 2016-2020

It was a History of ﬁlms class that sparked my passion for
experimentation in cinematography and how mundane can be
made magical. Jagran School of Visual Arts and Design is so
central to my enthusiasm for ﬁlms and visual arts and its varied
catalytic offerings keeps me inspired every day.

Raushan

BFA (Digital Filmamking& VFX) 2018-2022

Whenever I want to know if my animation assignments are good
enough, I look for a sense of childlike wonder on my audiences’’
faces. My tutors at the JLU helped me hone my skills working with
hand drawn storyboards and various creative software, in our
cutting edge media production studios. I am thrilled that I am a
student of Jagran School of Visual Arts and Design.

Yusra Minhaz

B.Sc ( Animation) 2018-2021
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Admission
Process

Application

Entrance Test

Interview, Group Discussion
& Portfolio Review
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Admission

Explore wide variety
of Undergraduateand
Post Graduate Degrees
BVA

BVA

BVA

4 Years

4 Years

4 Years

B.Des

B.Des

M.Des

Filmmaking

Visual Communication
Design
4 Years

Animation

User
Experience (UX)

VFX

User
Experience (UX)

4 Years

2 Years

Visual Communication
Design

MPhil

PhD

2 Year

1 Year

3 Years

M.Des
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Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

Jagran Wizcraft
MIME School of
Entertainment
and Events
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Discover a new kind of school in Central India one where scholars, professionals,
artists, and entertainers come together to challenge convention and create positive
communication change. Jagran-Wizcraft MIME School of Entertainment and Events
takes full advantage of its location in one of the most vibrant and culturally
rich cities in India.
Jagran-Wizcraft MIME School of Entertainment and Events will redraw and redeﬁne
the boundaries of intellectual and creative thought as a preeminent academic
department

around

entertainment,

media

and

events.

Our

rigorous,

multidimensional approach to education dissolves walls between disciplines,
academic & practice and helps nurture future generations of entertainment & event
professionals. This School allows, students the academic & practice freedom to
shape their unique, individual paths for a complex and rapidly changing world.
With leading-edge faculty and world-renowned global industry professionals, we
are committed to developing students who will have an impact on the world around
experiential communication, entertainment practices and event management.
The School continually reimagines the future through innovative industry teaching,
project based learning, events, and scholarship.
Jagran-Wizcraft MIME School of Entertainment and Events prepares students to
understand, contribute to, and succeed in a rapidly changing society, thus making
the world a happier, better and more connected place. We ensure that our students
develop both the skills that a sound education provides and the competencies
essential for success and leadership in the emerging creative economy. We will also
lead in generating practical and theoretical knowledge that enables people to better
understand our world and improve conditions for brands, people and communities.
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Our Partners for
Entertainment &
Event Programme
65

Wizcraft is one of India’s leading COMMUNICATION & ENTERTAINMENT Company,
integrating strategy, creativity and technology to provide unique experiences. Wizcraft
started as a dream of three very different, yet extremely enterprising men - Wiz Andre
Timmins, Wiz VirafSarkari& Wiz Sabbas Joseph and today, has become a phenomenon in
the event industry. They have tirelessly worked towards making Wizcraft, India’s leading
communication and Entertainment Company and continue to do the same till date.
Headquartered in Mumbai, Wizcraft has ofﬁces in Delhi, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai,
Ahmedabad and Vizag in India, with international liaison ofﬁces and associates across
the world.
Wizcraft, with a depth of expertise in experiential marketing, boasts of having in its client
portfolio more than 500 leading MNCs and corporate houses including Microsoft, IBM,
Zee TV, Bacardi, Audi, Standard Chartered, Wipro, Redbull, Adidas and many more.
Wizcraft’s in-house brands include IIFA, IIFA Utsavam&GiMA Awards. Wizcraft has
successfully conceptualized, organized and executed large scale events such as the
Opening and Closing ceremonies at the 19th Commonwealth Games, 50 years of Indian
Independence Day Celebrations and Opening Ceremony at the Hannover Messe (2015).
Wizcraft is in the business of creating experiences and our staunch belief is that an event
may be forgotten, but an experience will last a lifetime. Wizcraft, a pioneer in the events,
exhibitions, activations, television, PR & digital space has been instrumental in shaping
the event management industry in India.

Wizcraft Management Institute of Media and Entertainment provides one-of-a-kind
specialised online & ofﬂine courses. Learn Event Design & Management from the
masters and get a chance to intern and work with the biggest agencies on India’s
biggest events.
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Our
Undergraduate and
Post Graduate Degrees
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B.A. (Hons)

M.A.

3 Years

2 Years

Entertaintement
and Events

Entertaintement
and Events
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Scan the QR code
for course outline,
fee structure and
scholarship

JLU International
Pathways Degrees
Are you keen to take your studies around the world?
When you study here, you’ll have the chance to travel and get credit for your studies at the same
time. There are opportunities for international experiences across every area of study under Faculty
of Journalism and Creative Studies, whether it’s an overseas exchange program, study tour or work
& internship placement. Discover new cultures, try new food and make friends from all over
the world.
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Jagran Lakecity University is now offering JLU International Pathways Degrees under which the
students will be able to begin their degree at JLU and ﬁnish their degree in an International
university of their choice under the credit transfer agreement Jagran Lakecity University has with its
partner university.
The students will be pursuing the ﬁrst two years at JLU earning a Graduate Diploma and then
pursue their ﬁnal year in one of the international partner university of JLU. On successful completion
of the program, the student will be awarded with a globally recognised degree from international
partner university.

The key beneﬁts of such a programme are as below:
A truly international education, and an opportunity to spend the last year and complete your
degree in one of JLU’s international partner university. You will gain experience in two
continents, which will enhance your professional development and career prospects
These degrees save huge costs for the students and make it convenient for students to get
an international degree.
The international pathways degree too has many scholarships, experiential learning
platform, live projects, connected classrooms, national & international faculty and extensive
speciﬁcally designed & customized relevant Internships in India and Abroad.
On successful completion of the degree at the International Partner University, the student
will have an opportunity to seek work permit depending on choice on International
Partner University.
Along with the international degree, the experience of thinking critically and creatively
about the most deﬁning issues in global enterprise and the development of personal
leadership abilities to effectively manage complex work-place environments, are skills
highly valued by potential employers.

Degrees Offered
• Bachelor of Design (UX)
• Bachelor of Design (Visual Communication Design)
• Bachelor of Arts (Journalism and Communication)
• Bachelor of Visual Arts (Filmmaking, Animation & VFX)
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Centre of
Excellence
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Centre for Behavioural
& Social Change
Communication
Social and BehaviourChange Communication uses communication strategies that are based on
behaviour science to positively inﬂuence knowledge, attitudes and social norms among individuals,
Institutions and communities. The Centre works in the areas of nutrition, sanitation, maternal health
gender and environment, primarily deploying and understand communication frameworks, tools,
formats and technologies.
The Centre also executes this vision through a mix of behaviour change programmes, in partnership
with the state Governments Bilateral and global development organisations, Government of India
and non-government organizations foundational research to improve the ﬁeld's understanding of
poor & marginalized communities, the channels to reach them and the content to engage them and
capability building-bringing latest advances in behavioural science, design thinking, data science
implementation science to design sharper interventions
The Centre works in the area of Knowledge Management, Capacity Strengthening, Research and
Evaluation, Advocacy, Entertainment Education, Gender, Digital Health, Youth, Family Planning,
Science Communication, Water & Hygiene and many more.
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Centre for
Media
Engagement
The Centre for Media Engagement at the Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies, envisions a
vibrant Indian news media that empower citizens to understand, appreciate and participate in
the democratic exchange of ideas. It also works to expand the media literacy across platforms,
mediums, various stakeholder groups and geographiesConducting original, ground-breaking
research alongside newsrooms, social media platforms, and organizations looking to inﬂuence
media practices.
We are a ﬁrst-of-its-kind centre that conducts original, ground-breaking research alongside
newsrooms, social media platforms, and organizations looking to inﬂuence media practices for
the beneﬁt of democracy. We translate our theoretically driven and methodologically rigorous
research into tools and strategies that these same stakeholders and collaborators can employ for
the greater good.
The Centre consists of faculty, staff, doctoral, graduate, and undergraduate researchers from
Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies and partner faculty from other disciplines across the
country and around the world.
TheCentre for Media Engagement will expand its research focus to other areas of media while
continuing to release high-impact research and tools designed to help news organizations
achieve their commercial and democratic goals.
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JLU WittyFeed
Centre of New Media
JLU WittyFeed Centre for New Media, is a global focal point for collaboration, research and
advancement about content &new media, led by a highly trans-disciplinary community of
professionals, academicians and practitioners from Faculty of Journalism and Creative Studies and
WittyFeed from diverse expertise like Media, Journalism, Advertising & PR, Films, Animation &
Media Technologies, Design, Entertainment & Event, Visual Communication design and UX & UI.
Our mission is to critically analyze and help shape developments in content &new media from
cross-disciplinary and global perspectives both in research as well as in practice. It should serve not
only as a thinking & education platform but work in a output driven practice mode too.
While new media often produce new perceptions, new behaviors, and new insights, they remain
deeply rooted in powerful aesthetic, cultural, and political forces. As media transform, they often
distort. The Centre actively engages practitioners &scholars who critically examine the
opportunities and risks associated with new media and who consider how new media can
constructively beneﬁt education, political engagement, privacy, and aesthetic experience.
The Centre also catalyzes practice and innovations and feeds in to the existing industryvia content
development, education and consulting and at the same time nurtures future leaders, and facilitates
public discourse through courses, lectures, symposia, and special events. It encouragesopen
learning environment, entrepreneurial works, designs, and experiments. By reaching out to
students, researchers, industry ﬁgures, and the broader public, the Centrehasstimulated new
perspectives on contemporary & popular content landscape &new media.
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Student
Accommodation
At Jagran Lakecity University, you will be among the many students coming from all across the country
to live on campus, which come closest to being a home away from home. The university offers
comprehensive hostel facilities for boys and girls within and outside the campus.With dedicated hostel
warden and faculty members staying on campus, the university student accommodation is a highly
secure environment so that the students stay comfortably and focus on their academics and
overall development.
The life in hostels enables students to spend ample time in the university campus, utilise library and
other facilities to ensure they develop academically and acquire the necessary skills that can be
obtained only through experience.
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 All Floors have separate common rooms
equipped with DTH Television, Sofa and
small pantry

 Shuttle Service from Hostel to city centre
 Dedicated community event for students
 On campus ATM

 Fully secured 24hrs under CCTV

 On campus inﬁrmary for medical emergency

 High Speed Wi-ﬁ connection

 Tie-up with leading hospitals in the city

 Access to the Gym & Swimming Pool

 Laundry service on payment basis

 Dedicated student Lounge

 Pick up & Drop facilities for students from
airport & railway station

 Access to extended hours for Library & Labs

ON CAMPUS ACCOMODATION:
Hostel charges per semster

Hostel charges per annum

Single Occupancy - AC

52,000

104,000

Double Occupancy - AC

46,000

92,000

Single Occupancy

40,000

80,000

Double Occupancy

35,000

70,000

Triple Occupancy

25,000

50,000

Hostle caution money (One Time; Refundable)

10,000

10,000

Mess charges (incl GST)

37,800

75,600

OFF CAMPUS ACCOMODATION: (BOYS - IInd year onwards)
Hostel charges per semster

Hostel charges per annum

Single Occupancy - AC

45,000

90,000

Double Occupancy - AC

40,000

80,000

Single Occupancy

35,000

70,000

Double Occupancy

30,000

60,000

Triple Occupancy

20,000

40,000

Hostle caution money (One Time; Refundable)

5,000

10,000

Mess charges (incl GST)

37,800

75,600
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Sports and
Extra-Curricular
Facilities
JLU believes in all round development of its students
and hence offers different sports and recreational
facilities on campus. The facilities ranges from modern
gym, 25mtrs swimming pool, dance studios, drama
theatres, football and basketball courts. It also has a
dedicated student lounge which gives access to the
indoor games.

Basketball court

Swimming Pool
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Gym

Sport Center

Student Hub
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Mess
& Food
Outlets
HOSTEL
MESS

The University mess is available for students who are
staying on campus offering delicious multi-cuisine
vegetarian meals.

FOOD
OUTLETS

The university campus has multiple food outlets offering
vegetarian and non-vegetarian food options. These
outlets includes bakery products, healthy meals, Indian,
Chinese and quick food.
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Health Care
and Safety
The campus has a well-equipped clinic
with a medical professional available
24 hrs. In case of emergency situations
medical transport facility is present on
a quick call.
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ADMISSION OFFICE DETAILS:
BHOPAL OFFICE:
JLU Student Enrichment Hub, Near Kaliasot Barrage,
Chandanpura, Bhopal – 44, Madhya Pradesh, India
M: +91 7471110101 / 7471110102 / 7471110103
INDORE OFFICE:
Jagran Lakecity University, The Headquarters,
204, 2nd Floor, Sathya Sai Square, Vijay Nagar, Indore,
Madhya Pradesh, India
M: +91 (731) 4997004 / 7471110172 / 7471110173
VIDARBHA OFFICE:
Jagran Lakecity University, 741, First Floor,
Nelson Square, Nagpur -13, Maharashtra, India
M: +91 9145670606 / 9665027247 / 7507510752
E-mail: admission@jlu.edu.in

jlubhopal

jlubhopal

jlubhopal

jlubhopal

If you are thinking of studying at Jagran Lakecity University Bhopal, you should attend one of
our Open Day festivals and find out everything you need to know. Please visit www.jlu.edu.in

